
Olaf Holzapfel is interested in the physical properties of materials: 
how do these define landscapes, social spaces and handcrafting traditions? 
Beyond this, he looks at the cultural, communication and economic func-
tions that materials such as straw, reed and hay have for communities. 

The interdependence between the concepts transferred to the mate-
rials and the—at times resistant—properties of the material form the 
starting point of his works. The abstract-constructive models are developed 
by the artist on a computer. During their realisation it is the size of the 
straws that define the motifs, and the length of the wooden beam that deter-
mines each architectonic construction. Holzapfel works with local crafts - 
people such as the Wichí, an indigenous people in Argentina, or the Sorbs, a 
West Slavic ethnic group in eastern Germany, on specific projects. 

His works mediate between contemporary art and sometimes cen-
turies-old craft traditions, between digital and analogue technologies, and 
also between nature and culture. The artist investigates the potential for 
con ceiving an in-between and moving within it. In doing so, he challenges 
demarcations between cultures, the individual and society as well as conven-
tional di cho tomies such as city/countryside or nature/culture. 

When Holzapfel integrates landscape pictures—such as Johann 
Kniep’s Ideale Landschaft of 1806, or Tina Blau’s Szolnok of 1873/74—within 
his presentation, among his chief aims is to demonstrate how landscape was 
formulated and constructed in and through painting.
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What materials do you mainly use, and why?
OLAF HOLZAPFEL: Straw, wood, reed, hay, chaguar (a cactus fibre) 

and acrylic glass. The length of a branch or the size of the stalks determines 
the resulting motifs. Most of my materials are plant-based and very easy 
to obtain. They are all around us the whole time, shaping the landscape in 
Brandenburg just as much as in Austria. I feel connected to them—straw 
and wood possess commonly known ex- and information. Like other natu-
ral materials with their physical properties they formulate our social spaces. 
Since we are guided by our perceptions, this also influences what develops 
in these spaces. And not just in an immaterial, aesthetic way, but also in 
things in a purely practical sense. Even the tools we use for making some-
thing and also more complex machines are defined by materials. Looms 
were made of wood, even when they were operated by punched cards, from 
which in turn computers evolved. This means that there is a tradition here 
that comes from the material, and which extends into the present. Since 
I almost always start with line drawings, I usually use spatially directed, 
fibrous materials instead of amorphous substances. 

I think our language is fundamentally determined by material and its 
use too. A notion that moves me is that material and media technology are, 
in practical terms, inextricably linked. 

The concept of an opposition between modernity and tradition, between art and 
nature, is refuted in your work. 

The opposition between modernity and tradition, between art and 
nature, is an auxiliary construction that helped us to classify nature—that 
is, to classify ourselves. Since the 1970s this has no longer been contempo-
rary. We will again turn more towards nature and natural materials as part-
ners, simply because it makes sense in economic and also aesthetic terms. 
And because we will only survive in balance with it. The thread is never 
entirely severed, actually. If, for instance, you look at Mies van der Rohe’s 
buildings, they are always about nature too. 

In the application of physical constants, nature penetrates the world 
constructed by people. This also relates to how we see things: grasses and 
trees are all of a similar size to each other, their basic dimensions are 
repeated, they are so commonplace to us that we barely pay them any atten-
tion. And yet precisely because of this subtle ubiquity they influence our 
aesthetic actions. Their dimensions are found in every built space—houses, 
furniture, tools or frames. Occasionally I work with synthetic materials like 

acrylic. I use it because it allows me to visualize abstract spatial reflections 
such as folds and bubbles. Within this context, the acrylic also retains its 
artificial characteristics in the shaped object.   

What is it that fascinates you in the craft traditions of particular cultures, such as 
the Sorbs or the Wichí? 

The often inextricable link between abstraction and representa-
tion in the motifs of their traditional images. You feel that the motifs of 
the Wichí and the Sorbs have developed from a process of observing their 
spaces. And they are completely abstract in their forms. The slow adapta-
tion of their craft processes has led to experiential knowledge transforming 
their pieces. Because their tradition is nurtured and continued, their way of 
viewing things is not historicised—not yet theory—which for me makes 
it traceable. They are an example of how local groups can settle and pass 
on their identity through media designed by themselves. This principle can 
also be transferred. Generally these traditions are local media—as opposed 
to mass media. Art or everyday objects contain this experiential knowledge, 
which is the most important anthropomorphic content of things. Visual 
language in craft traditions has a profound potential that unfolds on view-
ing. The textiles of the Wichí or the shawls of the Sorbs are both individual 
and universal at the same time. Since I collaborate with craftspeople, we 
exchange artistic knowledge in practice. This can be seen in the handling 
of tools and material. We benefit from each other’s local context. The cru-
cial point is that we devise something together—there is a mutual influ-
ence between us within a product. This is usually an analogue process. In an 
age when images are becoming increasingly virtual and entertaining, these 
slowly created images of landscapes assert their uniqueness. They are as 
individual as any artistic practice.

What is it about the material world that interests you? How does this relate to the 
concepts we make of the material world? 

Materials are omnipresent, hence they are neither old nor new. If 
anything, they are more new than old, because they always recur and are 
‘unfashionable’. At the same time they, like everything, are subject to a tem-
poral change. So they also artistically reflect our finite nature and questions 
of development. When people ask me about the works, they often talk about 
‘old’. At the same time plants are always ‘new’, as it were: they keep devel-
oping in evolutionary terms, which is more than one can say of a technical 
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artefact like a mobile phone. The concepts are based on writing, they can 
be a beginning. Within the context of the work, a momentum emerges with 
the material. It can also happen that things move in unpredictable direc-
tions, and then I usually follow intuitively—because that is where innova-
tion is to be found.    

 
You connect the traditions of modern art (such as constructive art) with old knotting 
and weaving techniques, use natural materials such as straw together with computer 
technologies … Why are these connections so important to you?  

The Wichí chaguar pictures or the cross-stitch embroidery of the 
Sorbs use almost exclusively geometric shapes such as crosses, squares, 
lines and loops, with which ‘world’ pictures are created. These pictures are 
coded, both media and analogue at the same time. What is interesting about 
this is that this abstract visual language depicts very concrete observations, 
that they are both subjective and universal at the same time—and in this 
sense, modern. Often these pictures are used for communicating between 
communities over great distances—they are also media images independ-
ent of location. I call them ‘media alongside media’. The frequently con-
structed opposition between handcraft pictures and modern media means 
rather a different contextualisation of the world, different life forms. Diver-
sity is necessary. These media of the landscape are often made by small 
groups who do however represent huge physical spaces in cultural terms. 
My experience is that these craftspeople often have great knowledge of the 
material and its origins, and so also impart valuable ecological knowledge. 

 Why is the ‘ in-between’ so important to you? Moving around in the gaps?
We are born and we die—this is an essential theme behind our 

actions. It is especially a theme in art. We are never fixed or unambiguous. 
This tendency to specify everything is a notion around which much in West-
ern monotheistic cultures revolves. I say: life is in between, which is some-
thing everyone can relate to—it’s just that we cannot comprehend life, it 
is too epic. In art, however, as a form, contemplating life in terms of qual-
ity means that a checksum can be created in this way. This is why it is also 
ambiguous. The desired symbolic truth in an artwork is—as in craft—a 
slowly developed concept that is derived from experience. What is special 
about handcrafted objects is precisely this ambiguity. However, this does not 
mean to say that it reveals less or is ‘less accurate’—quite the opposite, it 
forces us to take a position. Cézanne is, par excellence, an example of this 

kind of unambiguous-ambiguous artist. In his work, everything is status 
and approach. His pictures are made up of countless small, traceable steps 
of approaching, getting closer. With the slump in industry, it became clear 
to him that he no longer had to strive for anything definitive in the surface. 
Since 1989, ‘being-in-between’ has taken yet another turn. The mostly vir-
tual spaces are in a state of flow, and yet at the same time in a fake-defini-
tive position. The mobile phone evokes a feeling that we have some power 
over our own lives, that we can now calculate and plan in a virtual location. 
If we turn off our mobiles and take a look at reality, however, we see that 
it remains beyond comprehension, and we cannot leave the ‘in-between’. 

As an artist I ask myself: how can I formulate a thing that cannot 
exist, and yet does exist—that reveals something about ‘being-in-between’? 
The idea of the picture can do this—for a while—and can inspire me to 
linger if I can describe the space in between. Hence the in-between is also 
a status, just as the beginning and end are. 
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